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was a line of boulevards, two pumping-stations, and an
isolation hospital to be submitted for royal approval before
anyone could think of breakfast. And then the Press, to
say nothing of a loyal deputation of his own countrymen
come, as good Ruritanians, to greet their Prince. No
wonder that he drooped a little. For Western hospitality,
going one better than Alphonse Daudet, had written a
fresh and still more cruel chapter for Les Rois en Exit, as
it devised new forms of entertainment for its dismal travesty
of royalty.
There is something odd about these contacts of the
Middle West with monarchy on tour. Sceptres are awkward
things to pack; and who can say which is the proper corner
of a Pullman to stow an orb ? The air, when I was there,
was still quivering with echoes of another royal visit,
enhanced by queenly charm and even (in the windows of
lo-cent stores) by queenly willingness to recommend a
favoured hair-net with a regal profile and the bold royal
signature itself. Excited fingers showed me the very room
where Majesty had taken lunch; and I heard the tragic tale
of a whole City Commission that had bought white kid
gloves before the royal route was changed. Royalty, it
seemed, was very affable on tour. Long habit stood it in
good stead ; a lifetime passed in royal approval of hospitals,
reformatories, and women's institutes had glazed its eye to
the correct degree of meaningless appreciation. It smiled
and nodded at appropriate intervals, asked little sympa-
thetic questions, and was quite uniformly gracious. Some-
times, indeed, it went still further, inviting fellow-country-
men located at safe distances to visit it at home. I found
one happy loyalist, deep in the heart of Missouri, who had
been the proud recipient of such an invitation and proposed
to undertake the long journey home specially in order to
renew the thrill of royal handshakes. Perhaps he started,
though I tried to hint that things at home might be a little
different. But if he did, I hope his expectations were
fulfilled when he reached the Palace, No sentry, I trust, no

